CHRISTIE’S COOKIE
CRUMBLES
The NYT has the story about Chris Christie and
Michele Brown we’ve all been waiting for (or
rather, half of it).
First, support for the argument that Brown tried
to time the big bust of Democrats this summer to
benefit Christie’s campaign.
In mid-June, when F.B.I. agents and
prosecutors gathered to set a date for
the arrests of more than 40 targets of a
corruption and money-laundering probe,
Ms. Brown alone argued for the arrests
to be made before July 1. She later told
colleagues that she wanted to ensure
that the arrests occurred before Mr.
Christie’s permanent successor took
office, according to three federal law
enforcement officials briefed on the
conversation, presumably so that Mr.
Christie would be given credit for the
roundup.

And–as I suggested would happen the other
day–evidence that Brown was deliberately
stonewalling on FOIA requests–including the
request that exposed Brown’s and Christie’s
expensive, taxpayer funded travel.
News of Mr. Christie’s loan to Ms. Brown
broke in August, dealing a blow to his
candidacy, and he apologized for failing
to report it on his tax returns and
ethics filings.
Less than two weeks later, Justice
Department officials told Mr. Christie’s
interim replacement, Ralph Marra, to
remove Ms. Brown from acting as
coordinator of the Freedom of
Information Act requests about Mr.
Christie’s tenure because of the obvious

conflict of interest, according to a
federal law enforcement official briefed
on the communications. Ms. Brown
resigned from the prosecutor’s office
the same day, the official said.

But this is just the first of what I expect to
be several damning revelations over the next few
weeks.
Still to come? At the very least, some focus on
the bonuses Christie gave Brown. And who knows?
Maybe we’ll finally get the explanation for why
Christie and Brown traipsed around the country
and world together on the taxpayer dime.

